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Preshow clinic with Nicole Kempf organized by NEIHC 

3-day clinic:  July 27-29 (Wednesday through Friday) 2016 

Thor Icelandics, Claverack, NY 

 

Clinician:   Nicole Kempf 
IPZV Ausbilder 

FEIF International Sport Judge 

Gaedingakeppni Judge 

 

Nicole is one of Germany's 11 highest level trainers and educators.  To become an Ausbilder you 

have to be first a Trainer A, a sport judge and a breeding judge.  Ausbilder are responsible for all 

education and continuing education of trainers and judges in Germany. 

 

Nicole has over 30 years of experience with Icelandic horses in training, showing, breeding and is 

simply passionate about this breed.  Her sensitive and positive way of coaching has led uncountable 

clients to success in their aspirations.  Nicole has a unique ability to read horses, not only by talent 

and conformation but their spirit.  Knowledge, experience and her intuition have led to her own 

successes, like being runner up in WCs, numerous German championship titles and she still holds 

the German record in Speed Pace and 250m pace race. 

 

Learn from a veteran in this industry, who is interested in the wellbeing of all horses, who enjoys 

teaching riders of all levels and her positive teaching style will give you a boost into new 

possibilities.  (Bio provided by Katrin Taylor Sheehan) 

 

Clinic Details: 

 
 Lessons will be $150/45 minute session.  10 Riders/Day  

 Lessons on Wednesday and Thursday can use the upper track (Show Track) 

 Lessons on Friday will be using the lower track. 

 

We will take requests for lessons until June 15 and if demand is greater than supply, we will allocate slots 

by lottery.  If the clinic is not full by June 15, slots will be filled on a first come first serve basis. 

 

Please email Leslie Chambers at lchambers17@comcast.net to request your lesson preferences (please 

state Wednesday, Thursday or Friday lessons and whether you have a preference for before lunch or after.  

(Lunch will not be available at the farm.  We will provide a list of nearby restaurants.) Lessons must be 

paid for in advance, we will notify you of the amount owed and you may include with your show 

payment.  Please note, stall reservations can be found on page 4. 

 
 


